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SUMMARY 

The extremely slow rate of change in arid vegetation is demonstrated by 
means of photographs taken over a 23-year time period. A life span of 250 
years for Acacia sowdenii is suggested by an indirect method. 

Ata conterence held at the Mortlock Research Station, Yudnapinna, ou 7th 
May, 1941, Mr. C. Ff. Goode, a member of the Pastoral Board, was commissioned 
to report on firewood cutting operations in the Port Augusta, Iron Knob, Iron 
Baron and Whyalla localities. On 8th July of the same year, Mr. Goode tabled 
his report 4a comprehensive 33-page manuscript, including many small but 
detailed maps of the relevant paddocks, and illustrated by some 40) photographs. 
A file containing the report formed the basis for this investigation. 

The area under consideration has a rainfall of 7-4 inches per annum, evenly 
spread over the year, but more dependable in winter. he average temperature 
is 64° F., with an average daily maximum in suinmer of 90° F, The vegetation 
of the area is largely Acacia sowdenii (myall) woodland, or a shrub steppe 
dominated by either Kochia sedifolia (bluebush) or Atriplex vesicaria (salt- 
bush). Tt has been described by Murray (1931), Wood (1937), Crocker and 
Skewes (1941), and Jackson (1958), and will not be discussed in detail in this 
paper. The area has been grazed by sheep and the vegetation within three 
miles of the watering points is at a disclimax, e.g. where K. secdifolia has been 
overgrazed, it has heen replaced by K. erioelada (black bluebush). The re- 
mainder of the vegetation, apart from the removal of some dead trees. approxi- 
mates well to the virgin condition. 

An examination of the photographs and location plans in the Goode report 
enabled the photopoints to be located approximately; in three cases the exact 
position was determined. Sometimes, however, difficulties were encountered 
because fences, roads, pipelines, tanks and even hills have been altered since 
the original photographs were taken. Where the areas were accurately located, 
photographs were taken from the same positions as used by Goode in 1941. 
(See Plates 1, 2 and 3.) 

The opportunities for obtaining matched photographs showing details of 
the changes in the vegetation, particularly arid vegetation, over a long time 
period are very rare, a notable exception being the records kept of the Koona- 
more Vegetation Reserve, The photographs presented here enable the change, 
or lack of change, over a period of 23 years to be studied, : 

Perhaps the most striking feature of these comparisons is the extremely slow 
rate of change of the arid vegetation. In Plate 1, apart from some possible 
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defoliation, which may only be temporary, there has heen no apparent change 
in the trees. Plate 2 shows a myall that has lost only a few terminal twigs, 
The same is trne of the dead myalls on the right and left of Plate 3, while the 
central dead myall, which had been reduced to a skeleton in the original photo- 
graph, had disappeared by 1964, 

A similar slow change of arid vegetation was also noticeable in photographs 
taken at Koonamore Vegetation Reserve (Hall, Specht and Eardley, 1964). This 
in the living myalls invites questions as to the age of these trees, especially as 
some have a circumicrence of over two and a half metres at 10-centimetre heieht. 
In the absence of any estimate of their life-span, an argument arriving at a 
provisional age may be developed along the following lines. The myalls, unlike 
the mulgas (Acacia aneura), are uot in contemporaneous stands, but appareutly 
grow more or less asynchronously. This is reflected by the trunk cireumference- 
frequency data presented in Fig, 1, which is consistent with the view that all 
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the trees can be regarded as independently proceeding from germination as 
seedlings to mature trees, followed by death and disintegration. Assuming a 
steady state, the ratio of live to dead trees would then be the same as the ratio 
of the time it takes for a seedling to develop into a mature tree and die, as 
compared to the time it would take a dead tree to disintegrate, This is the 
same rationale as was used by Howard and Pele (1952) in cytology. 

The ratio of live to dead trees was calculated by a modification of the point- 
centre quarter method (Cottam and Curtis, 1956), Fifty points were located 
over a distance of 20 miles by restricted randomization in the myall woodland 
community near Hesso Railway Station. Particular care was taken to avoid 
areas that had been used for firewood cutting operations or showed any sign of 
recent fire. The scores for the different points were classified on the basis of 
the number of live trees in the sample (see Table 1). To test the data for 
homogencity, it was compared to the expected binomial by means of a Chi- 
squared test, As the deviation was not significant, the data were considered 
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as being consistent with a ratio of live to dead trees of 0:72: 0-28. This ratio 
is suggested as equivalent to the ratio of the length of the time periods required 
tor the growth and disintegration of a myall tree. 

From the photographs presented here, 50 years would be a conseryative 
estimate of the disintegration time of a newly-dead myall; a 100 years would 
be a more realistic figure. (This estimate is given support by an examination 

TABLE 1. 

Number of live trees Frequency observed Frequency expected 

i) 1 <31 
! 2} 14 3-16 } 15-66 
z ' lt | 12-19 
3 24 20-90 
4 12 13-44 

Total 50 50-00 

X* = 0-78 (probability 0+30-0-50). 

of the photographs of Quadrat 100, at the Koonamore Vegetation Reserve (Hall, 
Specht and Eardley, 1964).) As the sandalwood trees (Myoporum platy- 
carpum) that died between 1931 and 1936 were still standing in 1962, their 
disintegration time must be longer than 30 years. Based on the conservative 
estimate, a life-span of a myall would be: 

2 i 
35 % 50 = 130 years. 

Based on the 100 year disintegration period, the life span of a myall would 
be over 250 years. 

As stated above, this estimate is only provisional. It does show, however, 
that myall trees can be very old4 possibly old enough to be measured by 
carbon dating. 
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Vig, 1. (Corresponding to 25 in the report.) Looking east toward the entrance fluming of 
East Bannon9s Dam. 

Fig, 2. (Corresponding to 26 in the report.) Taken from the south bank of East Bannon9s Dam, 

Fig. 3. (Corresponding to 35 in the report.) Taken from the southern boundary of Corunna 
Station, looking west towards Iron Knob. 


